
 

 

Abstract— he growing complexities of software and the 

demand for shorter time to market are two important 

challenges that today’s IT industry faces. These challenges 

demand the increase of both productivity and quality of 

software. Modelling traceability in software development 

provides promising techniques for these challenges. Since real 

software project undergoes change during the whole life cycle of 

software, managing changes to a software system is critical to 

the success of the system. To handle the process of change 

management manually is very tedious work for large projects. 

So, automation of this process using models is the fundamental 

drive in the software development life-cycle, allowing for 

reduced maintenance and development time. Changing 

customer needs and computer technology are the driving 

factors influencing software evolution. There is a need to assess 

the impact of these changes on existing software systems. 

Requirement specification is gaining increasing attention as a 

critical phase of software systems development process. In 

particular for larger systems, it quickly becomes difficult to 

comprehend what impact a requirement change might have on 

the overall system or parts of the system. Thus, the development 

of techniques and tools to support the evolution of requirement 

specifications becomes an important issue. 

 

Index Terms—Change events, change impact analysis, 

dependency graph, requirements management. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IN software system development, customer’s requirements 

are the driving force for the created system.  

In Ref. [1], the subsequent definition for software 

requirements is given: Software requirements express the 

needs and constraints placed on a software product that 

contribute to the solution of some real-world problem. 

Software requirements will usually be divided into two 

categories: functional and nonfunctional requirements [2]. 

Functional requirement specify needed functionality, or 

behavior, of the system. Nonfunctional requirements are 

requirements that constrain the system under development. In 

proposed approach solely functional requirements are 

considered for the analysis of change impact. 

Evolving customer needs is one of the driving factors in 

software development. It is unlikely that the whole software 

system will modify at once, change impact analysis in some 

type is critical to work out what different elements of the 

software system is also affected if a modification is formed. 
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Ever-changing client desires results in adaptive changes as a 

part of software system evolution. Requirement traceability 

can be classified into two parts: Pre-Requirement 

Specification (Pre-RS) traceability and Post-Requirement 

Specification (Post-RS) traceability [3], [4]. 

Pre-requirements traceability is employed to demonstrate that 

a product meets the stakeholders’ stated needs, or that it 

complies with a collection of state rules. Post requirements 

traceability supports impact analysis and requirements 

validation. 

When developing giant systems it is laborious to recollect 

all links that were created to relate information and it may 

even be not possible, in an exceedingly distributed or 

multi-team development, to understand that such links exist. 

Since it is troublesome to manage the links between 

requirements manually within the large project, Model 

Driven Development appears to be more appropriate for 

automatic link management [5]. And also under pressure, 

practitioners find it extremely hard to accurately maintain 

links between requirements and to update related entities to 

reflect changes. To handle change in requirements correctly, 

it is necessary to automate the process of maintaining links 

between requirements to reflect changes. 

There are many real life areas where change in one 

requirement affects the other decisions which are dependent 

on that requirement. In hospital management system, the 

change in health condition of patient may change the 

treatment applied to the patient. For example, if the general 

ward patient’s situation became more critical then the patient 

must be transferred to ICU for special treatment. The change 

impact analysis is also useful in many other fields such as 

banking, e-commerce, telecommunications, course 

management academy etc. Thus, the impact analysis of 

change in requirement is critical for the system development. 

It may create problem to other requirements on applying 

change to some requirement. It is better to analyze the change 

impact by some technique before applying change to actual 

system. 

The system must reflect to the change in any requirement. 

The change in one requirement may cause impact on other 

requirements. The dependencies between requirements may 

also change after change occurred in some requirement. We 

proposed one framework which analyzes the impact of 

requirement change on other requirements and dependencies 

among requirements. The dependency graph is used to show 

the dependencies among requirements. The proposed 

approach identifies the infected requirements due to some 

change event. The changes in dependency links because of 

change event are handled automatically by the proposed 

framework. Two different dependency graphs are generated 

for both the scenario before and after change event. These 

graphs are used to investigate the change impact on infected 
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requirements and change in their dependencies. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Jane Cleland-Huang and Carl K. Chang [6] present the 

event recognition algorithm for the change impact analysis of 

the given requirements. They have identified the various 

change events that occur during requirements evolution and 

describes an algorithm to support their automated recognition 

through the monitoring of more primitive actions made by a 

user upon a requirements set. They have defined different 

change events and used event based traceability method to 

recognize them automatically. They have described how 

change actions in a requirements specification can be 

monitored and how higher-level change events can be 

composed from them. The goal of their approach is to 

monitor changes made to the requirements specification and 

to identify each type of change event as it occurs. They have 

reported the early experimental results of applying the 

change event recognition algorithm. They said that the event 

recognition algorithm can be implemented in any 

environment in which it is possible to monitor change actions 

and to make system calls. But they haven’t implemented the 

algorithms.  

In Ref. [7], Almeida et al. aim at simplifying the 

management of relationships between requirements and 

various design artefacts. The methodological framework they 

propose allows designers to relate the requirements in the 

early stage of the development of the various products of the 

model-driven design process. They mainly focus is on 

requirements and their alliance with model of the final 

product. 

In Ref. [8], Cleland-Huang et al. introduce a goal-centric 

approach for managing the impact of change upon the 

non-functional requirements of a software system. 

Goal-centric approach is focusing on impact of functional 

requirement changes on non-functional requirements using 

Soft goal Interdependency Graph (SIG). When a change in 

functional requirement affects other functional requirement, 

then it is highly necessitated to verify impact on 

non-functional requirements. 

Ramesh and Jarke [9] follow an empirical approach and 

focus interviews conducted in software organizations to 

study a wide range of traceability practices. As a result of this 

work, the authors constitute reference models that include the 

most important kinds of traceability links for various 

software development elements. 

 

III. CHANGE EVENTS 

In software development, customer requirements are the 

driver for the produced system. The analysis of the impact of 

requirement changes on related requirements can be based on 

requirements traceability. Requirements relations can be used 

as trace links to determine the impact of requirements 

change.  

Many requirements are dependent on other requirements. 

So to fulfill some requirement, it is required to fulfill other 

requirements on which it is dependent. The completion of 

one requirement may indirectly require satisfying more other 

requirements. These dependencies of requirements on each 

other are described by creating links between them. 

 
Requirements 

A requirement consists of a textual description and a set of project 

level predefined attributes. 

Requirement.Add takes the textual description as a parameter and 
creates a requirement. 

Requirement.SetAttribute and Requirement.GetAttribute set and 

return values of an attribute. 

Requirement. Add (String)  Requirement 
Requirement.SetAttribute (Requirement, Attribute, Value)  

Requirement 

Requirement.GetAttribute (Requirement, Attribute)  Value 
Attribute = {Description, Status} 

Status = {Active, Obsolete} 

Link 

A link establishes a relationship between the two requirements. A set 
of project level, predefined attributes is associated with each link, and 

links are typed according to the values assigned to each attribute. 

Link.Add establishes a traceability link between the two requirements. 
Link.Remove deletes particular link between given source and 

destination. 

Link.SetAttribute and Link.GetAttribute set and return values of an 
attribute. 

Link.GetSource and Link.GetDestination return the requirements at 

the source end and destination end of a link respectively. 

Link. Add (LinkFrom, LinkTo)  Link 
Link. Remove(LinkFrom, LinkTo)  Link 

Link.SetAttribute (Link, Attribute, Value)  Link 

Link.GetAttribute (Link, Attribute)  Value 
Link.GetSource(Link)  Requirement 

Link.GetDestination (Link)  Requirement 

Attribute = {LinkType}  LinkType = {Active, Abandon} 

Fig. 1. Operational semantics for requirements and links. 

 

A change in one requirement may affect the other 

requirements directly or indirectly. After analysis of change 

impact, software engineer takes the decision that whether the 

change is beneficial to overall system or not. We have 

considered some change events that can occur during 

software development process. They are as follows: Merge 

Event, Decompose Event, Refine Event, Replace Event, 

Abandon Event, and Modify Event. 

 
Event 

The event is used to store change events as they occurred during 

development of the system. 
Event.Add inserts the change event of EventType with affected 

Requirements 

Event.Add (EventType, Requirement, Requirement)  Event 
EventType = {“Merge Event”, “Decompose Event”, “Refine Event”, 

“Replace Event”, “Abandon Event”,  “Modify Event”} 

GetSelectedRequirement ( ) Returns the selected requirement to 

perform Change Event. 

Fig. 2. operational semantics for events. 

 

A. Merge Event 

The merge event is defined as the merging of two or more 

requirements into one requirement and is formally 

represented as: RI + RJ +... + RM  RN. The formal algorithm 

for Merge Event is as shown in the Fig. 3. 

It may be possible that we have defined two or more 

requirements as separate modules, but after sometimes it 

seems like a small part of modules. We can combine these 

requirements into one module. The new requirement is 

created as a combination of merged requirements and that 

merged requirement are made Obsolete. For best practice, we 

don’t delete any requirement rather we make its status as 

Obsolete. When any change event occurs, we have to handle 
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change in dependencies between requirements also. The 

requirements, which are dependent upon the selected 

requirements to merge, now depend upon newly created 

requirements. The newly created requirement depends upon 

the requirements on which selected requirements to merge 

are dependent.  

Fig. 4 represents the simple example in which two 

requirements R2 and R3 are merged into R7. Here R1, R2... etc. 

denotes requirements and  denotes the link between the 

particular requirements in all such examples.  

 
Merge Event( ) 

 Requirement.Add( String )  RNew 

     For  I = 1 to L such that L  = Number of Links 
       For J = 1 to N such that N = No. of  Reqs. to Merge 

           Requirement  RJ = GetSelectedRequirement (J)  

           If Link LI Exists FROM RJ Then 
             Requirement LinkTo = Link.GetDestination ( LI) 

             Link.Remove ( RJ , LinkTo ) 

         Link.Add ( RNew , LinkTo )   
           End If 

       If Link LI Exists TO RJ Then 

        Requirement LinkFrom = Link.GetSource (LI) 
        Link.Remove (LinkFrom, RJ) 

     Link.Add (LinkFrom, RNew)   

           End If 
           Requirement.SetAttribute (RJ , Status , “Obsolete”) 

        End For 

     End For 
     Event.Add (“Merge Event” , RNew ,ROld) 

End 
Fig. 3. Algorithm for merge event. 

 

 
before Merge                  after merge 

Fig. 4. Example of merge event. 

 

Prior to the merge, R1 depends on both R2 and R3, R2 

depends on R3 and R3 depends on R5. Following the merge 

previously existing links related to R2 and R3 are deleted and 

links to R7 is created based on the previous links. After 

merging, R1 depends on R7 and R7 depends on R5. In this 

example, there is a link between two merged requirements R2 

and R3 itself, so after merging self-link exist on R7. We have 

ignored this type of self-link which means the particular 

requirement depends on itself. 

B. Decompose Event 

Decompose Event is defined as the decomposition of a 

requirement in two or more parts and formally represented as: 

RI (RJ + RK +… + RN. The formal algorithm for Decompose 

Event is as shown in the Fig. 5.  

The decomposition of requirements is necessary to manage 

the specific requirements in different modules separately 

rather than in integration. The status of requirement selected 

for decomposition has changed to Obsolete and numbers of 

new requirements are created. Any requirements which are 

dependent on decomposed requirement are now depends on 

all newly created requirements. The new requirements are 

dependent upon all the requirements on which decomposed 

requirement is dependent.  

Decompose Event( ) 
For I = 1 to N such that N = No. of Decomposed Parts 

 Requirement.Add( String )  R New + I 

End For 
Requirement ROld = GetSelectedRequirement ( )  

For  I = 1 to L such that L  = Number of Links 

  If Link LI Exists FROM ROld Then 
      Requirement LinkTo = Link.GetDestination ( LI) 

   Link.Remove ( ROld , LinkTo ) 

      For J = 1 to N such that N = No. of Decomposed Parts 
         Link.Add ( RNew , LinkTo )   

   End For 

   End If 
   If Link LI Exists TO ROld Then 

   Requirement LinkFrom = Link.GetSource ( LI) 
      Link.Remove (LinkFrom , ROld) 

   For J = 1 to N such that N = No. of Decomposed Parts 

   Link.Add (  LinkFrom , RNew)   
      End For 

   End If 

 End For 

Requirement.SetAttribute ( ROld , Status , “Obsolete” ) 

Event.Add ( “Decompose Event” , RNew ,ROld) 

End 

Fig. 5. Algorithm for decompose event. 
 

C. Refine Event 

Refine Event is defined as refinement of a requirement by 

adding an additional part of the requirement. It is formally 

represented as: RI  RI + RJ +… + RN. The formal algorithm 

for Refine event is same as Decompose Event except no need 

to change the status of selected requirement for refinement. 

For any system development the requirements are divided 

into many distinct modules. Each module is handled by 

different project teams. There are some modules which 

require the addition of some functionality to fulfill the task of 

that particular module. The project manager along with team 

leaders decides whether the addition of functionality in one 

requirement will affect the other requirements. If impact of 

additional functionality is beneficial to overall system, then it 

is allowed. The dependencies of newly added requirements 

are same as the refined requirement. In Refine Event, no links 

are deleted and no need to obsolete the selected requirement. 

D. Replace Event 

Replace Event is defined as the replacement of one 

requirement with another (for example, when a new 

prioritized requirement conflicts with an existing one) and 

formally represented as a RI (RJ. The formal algorithm for 

Replace Event is as shown in Fig. 6. 
 

Replace Event ( ) 

Requirement.Add( String )  RNew 

Requirement ROld = GetSelectedRequirement ( )  
For  I = 1 to L such that L  = Number of Links 

   If Link LI Exists FROM ROld Then 

       Requirement LinkTo = Link.GetDestination ( LI) 
       Link.Remove ( ROld , LinkTo ) 

       Link.Add ( RNew , LinkTo )   

   End If 
   If Link LI Exists TO ROld Then 

       Requirement LinkFrom = Link.GetSource ( LI) 
       Link.Remove ( LinkFrom , ROld ) 

       Link.Add ( LinkFrom, RNew )   

    End If 
 End For 

Requirement.SetAttribute ( ROld , Status , “Obsolete” ) 

Event.Add ( “Replace Event” , RNew ,ROld) 

End 

Fig. 6. Algorithm for replace event. 
 

One method is used to provide some functionality, but 
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during development other method looks easier to implement, 

more user-friendly to customer and more profitable to system. 

It is advisable to replace previously used method by new 

method. There may be many requirements available which 

are affected by the use of the method to provide that 

functionality. The system must consider the impact of this 

replacement on other requirements. If the impact of the 

change is harmful then don’t replace the method. Decision of 

applying change or not depends on the impact of that change 

on the overall system. In Replacement Event, the status of the 

selected requirement for replacement is changed to Obsolete 

and the new requirement is created. The dependencies of new 

requirement are same as the replaced requirement. All the 

links related to replace requirement are deleted. 

E. Abandon Event 

Abandon Event is defined as the process of inactivate the 

requirement and is formally represented as: RI (Status = Active)  

RI (Status = Obsolete). The formal algorithm for Replace Event is as 

shown in Fig. 7. Many requirements are critical for the 

successful development of any system. Removal of modules 

related to such requirements may create major problems to 

the overall system. 

 
Abandon Event ( ) 

Requirement ROld = GetSelectedRequirement ( )  
Requirement.SetAttribute (ROld , Status , “Obsolete” ) 

For  I = 1 to L such that L  = Number of Links 

 If Link LI Exists FROM ROld Then 
  Link.SetAttribute (LI, Status, “Abandon”) 

 End If 

 If Link LI Exists TO ROld Then 

  Link.SetAttribute (LI , Status , “Abandon”) 

 End If 

End For 
Event.Add (“Abandon Event” , ROld) 

End 

Fig. 7. Algorithm for abandon event. 

 

In any system many modules are dependent upon each 

other. It may be possible that there exists one module on 

which many other modules are dependent. Removal of such 

modules may prevent development of other modules, so it is 

not advisable to remove that requirement related to such 

modules. On the other side, there may be some module 

available which provides some functionality but does not 

affect functionality of other modules. If the functionality 

provided by such modules is not required, then the 

requirement related to that module can be removed. 

 

 
before abandon            after abandon 

Fig. 8. Abandon event. 

 

Fig. 8 represents the simple example of Abandon Event. 

Requirement R2 is no longer required so its status is changed 

to obsolete. All the links related to requirement R2 are made 

abandon. The abandon links are shown as doting arrows in 

the Fig. 8. After Abandon part of Fig. 8 shows that this will be 

the impact of the change. 

F. Modify Event 

Modify Event is defined as changing the value of an 

attribute attached to a requirement. The formal algorithm of 

Modify Event is as shown in Fig. 9. 

 
Modify Event( ) 

Requirement ROld = GetSelectedRequirement ( )  
Requirement.SetAttribute (ROld, Attribute, Value) | Attribute = 

{Status, Description} 

End 

Fig. 9. Algorithm for modify event. 

 

Sometimes the description of the requirement may not 

define the proper functionality of that module. These types of 

requirements are modified by changing their attributes. 

Modifying attributes of any requirement do not affect the 

dependencies corresponds to that requirement. If such 

requirements are replaced using Replace Event then changing 

dependencies increases extra overhead. 

 

IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

Impact analysis of requirements change may cause many 

challenges for successful completion of the system 

development. The main challenge is to identify any existing 

requirements in the baseline that conflict with the proposed 

change. The other challenges are to identify: any other 

pending requirement changes that conflict with the proposed 

change, the consequences of not making the change, possible 

adverse side effects or other risks of making the proposed 

change. There are many such impacts needs to be analyzed 

after change occur in any requirement. 

We have proposed one framework to perform change 

impact analysis of requirements on each other. It provides the 

facility to analyze dependencies between requirements using 

dependency graph. The proposed framework is based on web 

technology so it can be used from anywhere without any 

installation. In this framework, basically there are three 

sections: Requirement, Link and Change Event. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Framework for requirements change impact analysis. 

 

Requirement section is mainly used to add all desired 

requirements initially given by the customer. Requirements 

can be updated or deleted whenever required. After adding 

initial requirements given by the customer, they are divided 

into different modules. Many modules may rely upon 

outcomes of other modules. So it is necessary to define 

dependencies among these requirements. In link section, we 

can add dependencies between particular requirements. 

Dependencies can be removed if not required. The links are 

automatically handled by the framework after each change 

event occurs.  

Requirements can change at any phase of the development 

process. There are many types of change possible in 

requirements. From which we have considered mainly six 

change events. The functionality of each event is based on 
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respective algorithms provided in previous section. The 

proposed framework detects the affected requirement by 

particular change event. The changes in dependencies 

according to type of change event are performed 

automatically by the framework. All the links are analyzed 

and added again in Link Table based on the logic of particular 

change event algorithm.  To show the comparison of 

dependency graphs applying change events, links are added 

with different graph ID for both before and after scenario. 

The graph ID is used to identify different dependency graph 

separately. 

The main part of the proposed approach is dependency 

graph. This part is used to provide impact of change in 

requirement on other requirements before applying changes 

to actual system. The proposed framework allows comparing 

recent dependency graph with one previous dependency 

graph. 

 

V. CASE STUDY 

 
TABLE I: REQUIREMENTS WITH THEIR DEPENDENCIES 

 

ID Subject Prerequisites 

1 Introduction to Computers 

and Programming 

--- 

2 Data Structures Introduction to Computers and 
Programming 

3 Programming Languages Data Structures 

4 Computer Architecture Data Structures 

5 Logic for Computer 

Science 

Data Structures 

6 Introduction to Database 

Systems 

Data Structures 

7 Artificial Intelligence Data Structures 

8 Digital Hardware Design Computer Architecture 

9 Analysis and Design of 
Algorithms 

Data Structures 

10 Operating Systems Data Structures 

Programming Languages 

11 Microprocessors and 
Microcontrollers 

Digital Hardware Design 

12 Software Engineering Data Structures 

Programming Languages 

13 Computer Graphics Data Structures 

14 Digital Image Analysis Data Structures 

15 Computer Networks  Data Structures 

Computer Architecture 

 

To demonstrate the ability of proposed algorithm and 

framework a case study of curriculum design is considered. 

When you develop or revise a curriculum, start with a clear 

understanding of where your new course fits within the 

broader program. You may wish to look at similar courses 

offered elsewhere for ideas on content, structure and 

activities. Table I gives the subset of the actual requirements 

specification to design curriculum. This table represents the 

details of the subjects considered for curriculum and 

pre-requisites for the given subject. The basic condition to 

design this curriculum is: to study any subject, students must 

have studied the subjects given in the prerequisite of that 

subject. The experts must design the curriculum in such 

manner that pre-requisites of any subject must covered prior 

to that subject. For example, Introduction to Computers and 

programming must be taught prior to Data Structures and 

Computer Architecture, Introduction to Database Systems 

must require knowledge of Database Systems, basic 

knowledge of Computer Architecture must require for Digital 

Hardware Design etc. 

Due to limitation of pages requirements presented in Table 

I are a subset of actual complete requirements. 

To demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to show the 

change impact, we have considered a set of change events as 

shown in Table II. There may be more change events possible, 

which depends on the expertise in the curriculum design. We 

consider complete requirements to demonstrate events. 

 
TABLE II: CHANGE EVENTS 

 

Event 

ID 

Event Type Selected 

Requirements 

Event 

Description 

1 Abandon 
Event 

Data Structure(R3) R3(Status=Active) 
R3(Status=Abandon) 

2 Decompose 
Event 

Micro-Processors and 
Micro-Controllers(R13) 

R13R53 +R54 

3 Refine Event Operating 

Systems(R14) 

R14R14 +R55 

4 Replace Event Artificial 
Intelligence(R9) 

R9R57 

5 Modify Event Digital Hardware 

Design(R7) 

R7(Old Attribute)R7(New 

Attribute) 

6 Decompose 
Event 

Wireless Networks and 
Mobile 

Computing(R50) 

R50 R59 + R60 

7 Refine Event Advanced 

Algorithms(R24) 

R24R24+R61+R62 

8 Merge Event Public Key 

Infrastructure (R51) 

Trust 

Management(R52) 

R51 +R52R63 

 

From above change events, actions required to perform for 

some change events are described in detail. This approach 

shows the impact of change in one or more requirements on 

other requirements. Here we explain the change events with 

respect to presented case study. 
 

TABLE III: CHANGE ACTIONS REQUIRED FOR EVENT 1 
 

Event 1 # Abandon Event – Abandon the requirement R3 (Data 

Stuctures) 

Requirement.SetAttribute (R3 , Status , “Obsolete” ) 

LI is set of Links exists from R3 then 

Link.SetAttribute (LI, Status, “Abandon”) 

LJ is set of Links exists to R3 then 
Link.SetAttribute (LJ, Status, “Abandon”) 

Event.Add (“Abandon Event”, R3) 

 

 
Fig. 11. Dependency graph before abandon event. 

 

Table III represents the change actions required to perform 
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Abandon Event on requirement R3. There are many subjects 

having pre-requisite as Data Structures. The following 

subjects are dependent upon Data Structures:  Programming 

Languages, Logic for Computer Science, Introduction to 

Database Systems, Artificial Intelligence, Analysis and 

Design of Algorithms, Operating Systems, Computer 

Networks, Modern Parallel Programming, Computer 

Graphics, Digital Image Analysis etc. 

So the removal of Data Structures from the curriculum will 

create problems to understand the above subjects. All the 

links related to Data Structures (R3) are made Abandon. The 

abandon links are shown as dotted arrows in the dependency 

graph. 
 

 
Fig. 12. Dependency graph after abandon event. 

 

The proposed approach provides the view of the 

dependency graph before and after change event. Fig. 12 

represents the dependency graph after abandoning of Data 

structure (R3). It is clear from the dependency graph that 

many links are made abandoned shown as dotted arrows. 

After analyzing this dependency graph, system manager 

takes the decision whether the change can be beneficial or not. 

The dependency graph inferred that removal of Data 

Structures subject from the curriculum is not advisable. The 

proposed approach is used to visualize the effects of this 

change before applying changes to actual systems. Thus, the 

proposed approach is able to identify the change in 

dependencies between requirements according to change 

events. 

Table IV describes the change actions required to apply 

Refine Event of event 3. In event 3, the subject, Operating 

Systems, is refined by considering Unix Programming as a 

new additional subject. Operating Systems covers many 

important concepts which are not possible to cover in one 

semester. UNIX programming has been taught as a part of 

Operating systems.  
 

TABLE IV: CHANGE ACTIONS REQUIRED FOR EVENT 3 
 

Event 3 # Refine Event – Refine the requirement R14 (Operating 

Systems) 

Requirement.Add (R55) 

LI is set of Links exists from R14 then 
Link.Add (R55 , Destination(LI)) 

LI is set of Links exists to R14 then 

Link.Add (Source(LI), R55) 

Event.Add (“Refine Event”, R14, R55) 

Where Description of R55 = UNIX Programming 

 

The completion of large course like Operating Systems in 

one semester is very tedious work for both students and 

professors. The refinement of the Operating Systems is done 

by considering UNIX Programming as a separate subject. 

The proposed framework shows the comparison of 

dependency table before and after change event. By 

comparing of dependency graphs, it is clear that this change 

event does not create any problem to other requirements. The 

same thing is detected in Refine Event for Software 

Engineering which can be refined by separating Software 

Testing and software Maintenance as a new subject. 

Likewise, all the events depicted in Table II are 

successfully handled by the proposed framework. Change 

actions required to handle all the change events are executed 

perfectly. The changes in dependencies between 

requirements are handled automatically by the proposed 

framework after each change event. Two dependency graphs 

are shown providing visualization of dependencies between 

requirements before and after change event.  

 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

Requirements traceability plays an important role in the 

development of a software system. Traceability supports the 

change management process of introducing new change 

events following the implementation of the system. EBT 

provides a robust traceability environment that is more 

conducive to change than other currently used traceability 

methods. Without the ability to automatically handle changes 

in dependencies between requirements after change events 

occur, the requirements engineer would be burdened with the 

responsibility of manually managing the links, introducing 

the likelihood of errors. The proposed framework is useful to 

simulate the impact of the change in the dependency graph 

prior to apply the change to actual system. The proposed 

framework can work as independent framework which takes 

change events as an input and provides change impact using 

dependency graph as an output. 

The proposed framework can be integrated into any 

requirement analysis tool which does not support change 

impact analysis. This can be done by making framework 

compatible with particular tool. The proposed methodology 

handles the change impact analysis only for functional 

requirements. There is scope to extend it in such a way that it 

can handle change impact on non-functional requirements i.e. 

performance, security, etc. as well. 
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